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Agenda

Evidence-based Practices under ESSA
Clearinghouse Pros and Cons
Accessing Academic Databases
Best Practices for Searching Databases
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Objectives

By the end of this webinar, participants will be 
able to:
describe the pros and cons of using 

clearinghouses to find information about new 
interventions and strategies, and
explain the best practices for using academic 

databases to find useful research. 



Evidence-based Practices

New provisions included in the Every Student 
Succeeds Act (ESSA, 2015). 
A requirement for school improvement efforts 

and certain federal funds. 
Encourages the use of tested and proven best 

practices in classrooms and schools. 
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Evidence-based Practices, Continued

For more detailed information, please review 
the other webinars in this series: 
Evidence-based Interventions: Overview
An Introduction to Study Design
Understanding Education Statistics 

Visit KDE’s Evidence-based Practices website. 
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https://education.ky.gov/school/evidence/Pages/default.aspx


Clearinghouses
A User Friendly Option 
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What is a clearinghouse?

Provide independent evaluation of programs, 
strategies, and interventions. 
Common clearinghouses include: 
What Works Clearinghouse (WWC)
Evidence for ESSA
The Campbell Collaborative 

View KDE’s running list of clearinghouses 
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https://education.ky.gov/school/evidence/Documents/Elevating%20Evidence%20Resources%20Clearinghouses%20and%20Databases.pdf


Clearinghouse Pros and Cons
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PRO
Synthesize research 

into user friendly 
reports.
Include tools that 

support easy filtering 
and ranking.
Widely available and 

free to use. 

CON
Not comprehensive.
Have varying 

standards of quality.
May include reviewer 

bias or reflect 
organizational 
motives. 



Clearinghouse Best Practices 

Look to see if research is cited.
Critically read commentary and scan for bias.
Pay careful attention to the scope and 

methods of implementation. 
Review reports from multiple clearinghouses. 
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WWC
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WWC 2
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WWC3
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WWC4



Academic Databases 
A Trusted Source of High Quality Research 
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What is an Academic Database 

A collection of research and writing archived 
from academic journals. 
Report the direct results of research. 
Are typically peer reviewed and have high 

standards for inclusion. 
Typically require a paid subscription. 
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Accessing Trusted Databases 

Education Resources Information Center (ERIC)
Kentucky Educators have access to 62 

academic databases through the Kentucky 
Virtual Library.
Academic Search Complete

Teacher Reference Center

NoveList

Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection 
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https://eric.ed.gov/
https://kyvl.org/k12educators


Database Pros and Cons
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PRO
Comprehensive 

listings
Access research 

directly from the 
researcher.
No reviewer bias.

CON
Often require a 

subscription.
Are not very user 

friendly.
Number of resources 

can be overwhelming. 



Academic Database Best Practices 

Create clear search terms.
Apply filters. 
Use quotes and plus signs to group words.
Keep an open mind and be patient. 
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EBSCOhost
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EBSCOhost2
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EBSCOhost3



Academic Database Tips

Try different search terms to get different 
results:
Instead of “Read 180” try “computer based 

reading programs”.

Read multiple pieces of literature. 
Don’t forget to evaluate literature against 

ESSA’s definitions of evidence, available on 
KDE’s Evidence-based Practices website. 
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https://education.ky.gov/school/evidence/Pages/default.aspx


Thank You!

Evidence-based Practices under ESSA
Clearinghouse Pros and Cons
Accessing Academic Databases
Best Practices for Searching Databases
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If you have questions regarding
evidence-based interventions or database 

use, please contact the District 180 branch in 
the Office of Continuous Improvement

and Support at (502) 564-2116.
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